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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This “Grid-Modernization Technology Webinar” is sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE) through the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL).  I’m Peter Cappers, the Project Manager.The purpose of this webinar is to provide regulators with a framework for understanding technology issues related to grid modernization.  There will be four (4) presenters, each with unique expertise in an aspect of grid-modernization technology but also with extensive experience in the domain of the power-delivery systems.  The presenters are Ron Hofmann, Dan Partridge, Mike Kast, and Chuck McParland.



Agenda
Policy Drivers for Grid Modernization (Ron Hofmann) … 2 minutes

Evolution of Power Grid, Concepts, Standards (Ron Hofmann) … 15 
minutes

Grid-facing Technologies (Dan Partridge) … 25 minutes

Consumer-facing Technologies (Mike Kast) … 20 minutes

Cyber Security & Privacy (Chuck McParland) … 15 minutes

Summary (Ron Hofmann) … 3 minutes

Q&A (everyone) … 40 minutes
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Ron Hofmann will begin the presentation by describing a few examples of policy drivers for grid modernization.  Then he will provide some historical context for the present grid modernization initiatives.  Next, there will be three grid-modernization technology presentations.  These are divided into grid-facing technologies presented by Dan Partridge, consumer-facing technologies presented by Mike Kast and cybersecurity & privacy technologies presented by Chuck McParland.  Finally, Ron Hofmann will return to summarize the technology talks listing a few of the key take-aways.The slide presentation should take about 80 minutes.  That will leave an additional 40 minutes of Q&A.  Please feel free to ask clarification questions at any time but leave specific policy-related discussion questions for the end.



Policy Drivers for Grid Modernization
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My name is Ron Hofmann.  I have been involved in the electric utility industry for over 47 years.  I’ve worked on projects involving central & distributed generation, distribution-grid hardware and software, and consumer products.Before I begin, I’d like to call your attention to the first 3 slides of the Appendix, slides 44-46.  These slides contain a list of Acronyms that are used in this presentation.The terms “Grid Modernization” and “Smart Grid” have been used interchangeably to describe the present initiatives to upgrade the power-delivery infrastructure.  Both terms are meant to convey a notion that digital intelligence, i.e., computer intelligence, is necessary to support emerging requirements from new energy sources and new energy uses (which are sometimes called energy sinks).  In this context, Grid Modernization is a more accurate representation of what is needed.  The existing analog grid is not dumb but needs more flexible digital technology to address new sources and sinks.  New energy sources include residential photovoltaic (PV) panels and new energy sinks include electric vehicles (EV).  Policymakers play a key role in first identifying the drivers for grid modernization and then developing policies that direct the utilities efforts when undertaking grid-modernization investments.  This grid-modernization technology webinar is meant to provide policymakers with technology framework from which they might better evaluate utility proposals.



Policy Drivers for Grid Modernization
 Incentivize high-penetration of renewables replacing central fossil-fuel power plants

 Utility (medium-voltage, distribution grid) vs. consumer (low-voltage, behind the meter)

 Encourage micro-grids

 Residential communities
 Industrial parks
 Commercial buildings

 Implement dynamic pricing and incentive-based programs

 Facilitate real-time demand response and 24/7 energy efficiency

 Allow virtual power plants (VPP)

 Reduce renewable costs & minimize fossil fuel costs

 Deploy strategic distributed energy storage systems (ESS)

 Utility (distribution grid) and consumer (behind the meter) installations

 Enable demand-side (load) management (DSM)

 C&I energy management and information systems
 Residential information gateways and home area networks
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The six policy drivers on slide 4 are a partial list of new requirements that need some form of distribution-grid modernization.  Incentivizing high penetration of renewables on the primary distribution grid (i.e., the medium-voltage utility side of the meter) and secondary distribution grid (i.e., the low-voltage, consumer side of the meter), will require that utility protection systems be redesigned for two-way power flows and possible over-voltage scenarios.  Encouraging microgrids could help isolate regions of high renewables penetration by reducing the impact of reverse power flows. However, new sensors and controls will be needed to manage the common point of coupling between the microgrid and the utility distribution grid.  Implementing dynamic pricing requires advanced meter technologies that can measure, gather, record and invoice electricity usage on an hourly (or even shorter) time scale.  Allowing for virtual power plants will require both near real-time metering and monitoring to provide distribution operators with enough information to manage this potentially valuable resource.  Deploying strategic distributed energy storage systems could be a silver bullet in the real-time management of intermittent renewables.  However, such systems will need to be integrated into the planning and operation functions of the distribution system operator, either as a direct utility resource or through the management of a customer-sited storage device.   Finally, enabling consumer-owned demand-side management technologies could minimize the need for reconductoring utility distribution-grid feeders.



Evolution of Power Grid, Concepts, 
Standards
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It is helpful to understand these drivers for grid modernization through the lens of history to understand how the grid has evolved and what that evolution means for its current state as well as where it needs to go to meet the challenges of tomorrow.



Evolution of Power Grid (1 of 2)
The 20th-century grid was designed for power to flow from large 

centrally located generators to geographically distant uses called 
loads 

Grid topology
 Transmission grid (T-grid)

• Mesh network over long distances (100’s of miles), bidirectional power flows
• Voltages > 35 kV, 35-66 kV sometimes referred to as the sub-transmission grid

 Distribution grid (D-grid)
• Radial feeders over shorter distances (1-10’s of miles), unidirectional power flows

– Primary D-grid carries medium voltages (4-35 kV) – 1-10 miles
– Secondary D-grid carries low voltages (100’s of volts) – 100’s of feet

 Substations are the interfaces between various grids and sub-grids
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The 20th-century power-delivery system was designed assuming that power flowed from large centrally located generation plants to geographically distant uses called “loads”.  The infrastructure between the large generators and the loads is the what we call the “Grid”.  The Grid topology is made up of two separate and distinct grids – the transmission grid (the T-grid) and the distribution grid (the D-grid).  The T-grid is a high-voltage (>35 kV), long-distance (100’s of miles) carrier of power while the D-grid is made up of a “primary” medium-voltage (4-35 kV) short-distance (1-10 miles) carrier and a secondary low-voltage (100’s of volts), very short-distance (100’s of feet) last-step delivery system.  The T-grid is a “mesh network” of wires that has been designed to accommodate bi-directional power flows.  The D-grid is predominantly a “hub-and-spoke radial” system of wires in which the feeders (spokes) emanate from a substation (the hub).  In general, the substation is conceptually the interface connection between the multidirectional T-grid and the unidirectional D-grid.Most Grid-Modernization activities are focused on the D-grid to enable it to have operational visibility not available today.



Evolution of Power Grid (2 of 2)
 The 21st-century physical grid will need to accommodate significant penetration of 

distributed energy resources (DER) such as demand-side management (DSM), 
distributed generation (DG) and energy storage systems (ESS) located anywhere 
on the primary and secondary D-grids

 Grid modernization involves adding digital intelligence to grid-facing and 
consumer-facing equipment in the form of
 Communications for information exchange
 Programmable controls for system management
 Computer intelligence for real-time situational awareness

 Late 20th-century initiatives were steps to Grid Modernization
 Substation Automation (SA), Distribution Automation (DA), …
 Intelligrid, Utility Communication Architecture (UCA), IEC-61850, …
 Programmable communicating thermostats (PCT’s)
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As already mentioned, the 21st-century D-grid bi-directional requirements come from new energy sources such as photovoltaics (PV) and sinks (loads) such as electric vehicles (EV).  Energy storage systems (ESS) can be both a source when drawing down its stored energy and a sink when recharging the unit.  These sources and sinks are distributed throughout the D-grid and are called distributed energy resources (DER).  They can be located on both the primary and secondary D-grids.  Therefore, they exist on both sides of the customer meter and can be owned and operated by different parties, i.e., the utility, the consumer and third-party service providers.  Renewable sources of energy such as PV are often intermittent and therefore may cause power to flow away from the load.  New DER loads such as EV’s can demand energy capacity equal to another house on a circuit that wasn’t designed for that much load.  For these and other reasons, D-grid planning and operations are becoming more complex and the 20th-century analog design was never meant to handle such complexity.Grid Modernization involves adding digital intelligence to all aspects of D-grid planning and operations – from substations to feeders to loads.  Adding digital intelligence involves communications for information exchange, programmable controls for system management and computer intelligence for real-time situational awareness.  The electricity industry began the process of grid modernization in the late 1980’s when it began to make substations more autonomous and automatic.  This effort was called substation automation (SA).  In the 1990’s, it expanded its automation activities to include aspects of feeder operation and called this effort distribution automation (DA).  Initiatives such as Intelligrid were spearheaded by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to integrate SA and DA into a common set of standards, e.g., the Utility Communication Architecture (UCA) which eventually led to IEC-61850, a communication protocol for devices to exchange information on the D-grid.  In the early 2000’s, Intelligrid became Smart Grid which, under DOE funding, has become the Grid Modernization Initiative (GMI).  



Recent Examples of Grid Modernization
Florida Power & Light (FPL)

 Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) from Silver Spring Networks
 Distribution Automation (DA) from S&C Electric and others
 Line sensors from Sentient Energy

Pacific gas & Electric (PG&E)
 Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) from Silver Spring Networks
 Demand-Side Management (DSM) PCT’s from Cannon/Honeywell

Southern California Electric (SCE)
 Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) from Itron
 Distribution Automation (DA) from S&C Electric and others
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For the past 10 years, early adopter utilities such as Florida Power & Light (FPL), Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) and Southern California Edison (SCE) have begun to modernize their D-grid incrementally in different ways.  Their large purchasing power has allowed them to influence vendors and set de-facto standards.  The process has been complicated by the constant introduction of new technologies, evolving policy requirements and changing utility business models.  The electric utility industry is in the middle of a transition from slow adoption of technology in the 20th century to an industry in which change is the only thing that’s constant.As I already mentioned, today’s webinar will attempt to create a framework for understanding the various old and new grid-modernization technologies.  We will divide our tutorial into three (3) distinct parts – (1) grid-facing technologies, (2) consumer-facing technologies and (3) cybersecurity and privacy technologies.  We will also discuss logic that might be used to prioritize different aspects a modern grid and how one might address future-proofing decisions.As you can see from slide 8, all three utilities have deployed advanced metering infrastructures (AMI) consistent with regulatory and business priorities during the period 2005-2010.  During this period, PG&E also invested in DSM in the form of communicating thermostats that could be operated by the utility to manage peak air-conditioning (A/C) load during the summer months.  More recently, FPL, using their AMI network technology for information exchange, has added line sensors for situational awareness and DA for system management.



Important Grid-Modernization Concepts
Three fundamental characteristics

 Information exchange using digital communications
 System management using programmable controls
 Real-time situational awareness using sensors and computer-based analytics

Technological issues
 Central command vs. hierarchical, layered distributed control
 One- vs. two-way communications
 Public vs. private networks separated by firewalls
 Information models (e.g., OpenADR) vs. point-to-point data exchange
 Interoperability vs. plug and play (physical, data, protocols)
 Standards (de facto & de jure), e.g., IEEE, IEC, IETF, etc., vs. proprietary 

protocols
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In summary on slide 9, there are 3 fundamental characteristics of grid-modernization technologies.  These characteristics are (1) information exchange using digital communications, (2) system management using programmable controls and (3) real-time situational awareness using sensors and computer-based analytics.  There are several technological issues that naturally arise from these three (3) characteristics.  These include (1) central vs. distributed control; (2) one- vs. two-way communications; (3) public vs. private networks separated by firewalls; (4) information models vs. data exchange; (5) interoperability vs. plug and play; and (6) standards and protocols.  Let’s take a moment to discuss one of these issues, central vs. distributed control, before we dive into specific grid-modernization technologies.  Neither central nor distributed control address all operational use cases for managing the D-grid.  Some of each type of control is required – central control is still needed for managing power flows from utility-owned 24/7 generation facilities even when they are located on the D-grid.  Distributed control is needed for managing local resources such as PV & EV.  What is needed to manage both types of resources in an integrated fashion is a “hierarchical-layered” architecture of control so that both technologies know their place.  That is, an architecture (system diagram) needs to exist in which every resource in the D-grid is part of its own well-defined “layer” or “domain” that can be functionally replaced by new technologies seamlessly, i.e., without disrupting the rest of the system.  To do this, information exchange between one layer (or domain) and any other layer (or domain) with which it needs to interact is well-defined at the layer (or domain) boundaries.  In addition, a hierarchy needs to exist for system management.  Information flows must be pre-defined.  Only in this way, can a utility future-proof their 21st century D-grid systems.  Some form of architecture needs to exist before decisions are made to purchase individual technologies.



Grid-Modernization Initiatives & Standards
 GWAC (GridWise® Architecture Council)

 Erich Gunther

 GMI (Grid Modernization Initiative) funded by DOE

 Standards Groups
 IEC PC 118 (Chairman: Richard Schomberg)
 IEEE P2030.5 has published SEP 2.0 (Smart Energy Profile)
 IEC 61850

 Industry Alliances
 OpenADR 2.0 (Executive Director: Barry Haaser)
 USNAP developed by Radio Thermostat Company of America
 Wi Fi
 Z-Wave developed by Zensys
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From an architectural perspective, there are two grid-modernization initiatives worth mentioning before we begin with the three main presentations.  They are the GridWise Architecture Council (GWAC) co-founded by Erich Gunther and the Grid Modernization Initiative (GMI) which was DOE’s response to various smart-grid activities.   There are at least three standards activities that affect grid-modernization architectures.  These are IEC PC 118 chaired by Richard Schomberg, who is a world renown IT architect from Electricity de France (EDF); IEEE P2030.5 standards committee which has published Smart Energy Profile version 2.0 (SEP 2.0); and IEC 61850 which is a DA communications protocol.  And there are four alliances that have had an impact on grid modernization.  These are OpenADR 2.0 which was initially developed at LBNL under CEC funding and is now supported by over 100 private and public organizations worldwide; USNAP which was initially funded by RTCOA; Wi Fi which needs no further description; and Z-wave which was developed in the US by Zensys and is deployed widely in Europe.  These initiatives, standards and alliances are all providing useful dialogs related to grid modernization.  An example of a potential regulatory issue related to the activities of these bodies (because it could lead to stranded utility assets paid for by ratepayers) is the transparent need for third-party testing and certification of standards such as for SEP 2.0 and OpenADR 2.0.



7-Layer vs. 3-Layer OSI Reference Model
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Finally, I would like to take a moment to demonstrate the need for understanding (albeit at a high level) certain technical details that may be important to regulators.  The layered model presented on slide 11, shows the standard 7-layer reference model for designing communications on the left and a 3-layer subset that is often used in high-level discussions on the right.  Focusing on the 3-layer model, the following discussion will allow us to understand the confusion in the utility industry that initially surrounded ZigBee.  If you are interested, we can discuss that bit of history in Q&A.  Back to the 3-layer model.  The bottom layer, the “Physical Domain”, defines the hardware and firmware specification of a communicating device.  This specification typically comes from a standard’s body such as the IEEE.  An example might be a Wi Fi transceiver chip defined by the standard called IEEE 802.11 or an Ethernet chip defined by the standard IEEE 802.3.  The middle layer, the “Network/Transport Domain”, defines how information is transmitted.  An example is TCP/IP which is an IETF standard called Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol.  TCP/IP is used across many industries.  A lesser known but possibly more important protocol for the utility industry is the IETF standard, UDP/IP, called User Datagram Protocol / Internet Protocol.  The differences between the two have cost and performance consequences.  The top layer is the “Application Domain” which typically is a software program such as an information model or a control algorithm.  SEP 2.0 and OpenADR 2.0 are examples of application-domain software.The 7-layer model is important because it illustrates how technology can be future proofed by layering.  Let’s consider the evolution of narrowband protocols like ZigBee, Z-wave and 6LoWPAN.  All use the same narrowband transceiver physical-layer standard defined by IEEE 802.15.4.  However, IEEE 802.15.4 has more than one layer-2 specification, for example, there is 802.15.4e and 802.15.4g.  The differences are not important.  What is important is that it is possible to implement e or g without having to change the physical layer below or the network layer above it.  Also, an application layer, e.g., SEP 2.0, can ride on top of a narrowband stack like IEEE 802.15.4 or a wideband stack like Wi Fi, IEEE 802.11, or ethernet, IEEE 802.3.  Layers make this kind of flexibility (and future proofing) possible.  Finally, one very important point is that each layer requires that security be addressed in that layer.Next, Dan Partridge will discuss grid-facing technologies.�



Grid-Facing Technologies
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I’m Dan Partridge.  I’ve worked at a range of things from hands-on line automation engineering to being the Vice President of a start-up AMI company.  Of my 30+ years, I spent over 16 years at PG&E including managing Engineering for the 10 M smart meter program and more recently managing their Smart Grid line-monitoring and protection systems projects.   I also have over 16 years at Silicon Valley start-up companies -- some of which were successful at advancing the state of distribution automation and communications at utilities.



Technology Types
 SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition)

 Substation relays and telemetering
 Traditional and modern 

 AMI Infrastructure
 Large Commercial & Industrial (C&I) (>200 kW) 3-phase with point-to-point communications (not 

mass-AMI)
 Residential & light commercial (<200 kW) with mesh communications (AMI)

 Line Automation & Management
 Line-sensor systems
 Remotely operable line SCADA
 Automatic circuit reconfiguration
 Reclosers (SCADA & non-SCADA)
 CVR (Conservation Voltage Reduction)
 DERMS (Distributed Energy Resources Management System)
 DMS (Distribution Management System) and ADMS (Advanced DMS)
 FLISR (Fault Location, Isolation and Supply Restoration) 
 VVO (Volt/VAR Optimization)
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This slide lists what I’ll be talking about and I’ll define the terms as they come up.  I am touching on solutions where there are significant overlaps.   For example, a line-sensor system can be deployed stand-alone for improved operational awareness of the network but it can also be a component of a line-automation system.  Similarly, Conservation Voltage Reduction can be implemented alone or as one function in a Voltage-VAR Optimization system.



Technology Challenges
Technologies are becoming available and being adopted by Electric 

Utilities at an increasingly rapid pace.  However, the situation is 
problematic:
 System needs are changing faster than solutions are becoming available.
 There is never a right time to buy rapidly changing technology, the next 

generation always has a potential to include something you want
 Core utility needs have a different life time than consumer technologies.  

This results in risks of stranded assets, and less than optimal 
solutions
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Utilities embrace technologies for many reasons but a major benefit is that technology can provide a better customer experience while at the same time reducing labor costs and increasing worker and public safety.  For example, Advanced Metering Infrastructure enables a reduction in the number of meter readers while increasing read accuracy and timeliness.   Line automation clears hazardous conditions faster and avoids having workers in close proximity to high-voltage equipment during the operations while also reducing field labor. But the industry is sometimes slow to respond to utility’s needs.  This is due to many factors such as utilities representing a niche market, they’re not wanting to be the first to try something new and having long budget and approval cycles. Utilities also have the same difficulties we do in deciding, do you buy a technology today, e.g., iPad, laptop, etc., or wait 6 months hoping for a less expensive or higher feature device.  Even with the market challenges for utility products, new technology and new models of grid-facing equipment are always just around the corner. A challenge that arises when trying to leverage the robust development of consumer products is they become obsolete and not supported in a comparatively short time.  For example, utilities are spending many millions of dollars upgrading cellular connections to AMI take-out points not because the data needs have changed to require LTE but rather because the cell providers are turning off their 2G/3G networks. So, the desire to adopt technologies is tempered by concerns about not having the most optional solutions available, i.e., solutions are technically possible but no one makes them, or adapting consumer-based technologies and finding the basic systems or needed parts are not available after just a few years.



SCADA Evolution:  Advanced Distribution Management Systems 
(ADMS)

 Early 

 Substation centric, minimal integration with line equipment, 
no integration with customers.  Drives problems for D-line 
communications and control

 Current/near term applications

 SCADA is still growing
 Integrated with OMS, 
 Coordinated with Line SCADA in FLISR systems, 
 some VVO integration with line capacitors and line 

regulators
 Long term evolution and issues

 Integrated into Advanced Distribution Management Systems 
(ADMS) combining real time operations, real time sensor 
data, and continuous line modeling.    

 Present vision for large DG but will it have needed 
resilience?
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Early:  	Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) is the original remote communications and control for utility and industrial systems.  SCADA essentially emulates someone going to a 	substation and reading a meter or opening a switch but allows this to be done remotely by someone at a desk.Current State:  SCADA has been around for a long time, however, penetration of SCADA is less than it appears, e.g., one feeder in a substation may be “SCADA” enabled though three other feeders may not.  The station is still referred to as SCADA equipped.Communications to substations are a mix, don’t assume they have high bandwidth, are reliable, etc.  Most transmission substations do have high-quality communications but most distribution substations do not.SCADA systems are not easily adaptable to the new distributed generation environment.  This is due to how the architecture’s evolved and the mix of legacy and modern technologies.Outage Management Systems (OMS) identify customers who are out of power, and what protective device operated, e.g., a fuse blew.  They also indicate which customers are back in power.  Line Automation and “Fault Location, Isolation & Supply Restoration” (FLISR) are automated ways to re-direct power during system troubles.  Voltage-VAR Optimization (VVO) is the management of the system for providing good voltage and optimizing power flow and power use.Utilities are generally still in the process of moving to integrated Distributed Management Systems (DMS).  Advanced DMS (ADMS) are in demonstration stages.    Utilities have a history of centralized control systems which evolved with a system where even the largest utilities have only hundreds of supply points, i.e., substations and feeders are limited to a few thousand.  They look toward the transmission system as an example of bi-direction multi-generation, meshed networks but these systems are a fraction of the scale of a DG distribution system.  ADMS’s have not had an opportunity to prove their effectiveness and the more advanced architectures have to overcome legacy concepts.Future: 	“A” for advanced has been added to DMS.  Whereas Distribution Management Systems (DMS) integrate power flow analytics with SCADA and OMS, Advanced adds the ability to manage the 	distributed resources.



AMI Infrastructure
 Historic decision drivers

 C&I customers: high value & high function force fit to 
ubiquitous communications options

 Residential customers: direct meter reading labor savings, 
Time of Use, net metering, disconnect values

 Evolving landscape
 Higher bandwidth is easy, “converged do-all networks”, C&I 

and DERMS residential have converging requirements
 Meters can do more that support a bill – data mining, real time 

operational awareness, accurate customer power status calls
 Meters can contribute to fault location rather than only scoping

 The evolving requirements have moved the market toward 
converging AMI and other Line automation systems onto a 
common communications platform.
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Alameda Municipal Power Customer Service Web site

Meter reading was significantly improved in 
accuracy and timeliness with ARM.  AMI further 
improved metering performance but is also driven by 
the ability to get much more at a similar cost.   
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Historic:Remote meter reading programs often initially target very large industrial ”3-phase” customers.  Small and mid-size Commercial and Industrial (C&I) customers, and residential customers would be left out or their deployments deferred.   The result was deployments with target meters spotted throughout a service area.   These systems used expensive meters with the ability to measure reactive power and demand as well as basic usage.Advanced Meter Infrastructure (AMI) deployments target big geographic areas not specific customers.  All meters within the target area are included.Residential and small commercial AMI deployments were intended to support simple Time of Use (TOU) programs, and operational savings, e.g., avoiding physically having to connect/disconnect service.Evolving:Technology advances make bandwidth no longer an issue although reliability, latency and security are still differentiating features between mass AMI, C&I and DERMS needs.Meters are more than a cash register.   They tell you what the customer is experiencing and help in operations.  Early adopters like FPL, PG&E and SCE all have major data mining efforts in process now.Data mining goes beyond just knowing if the customer is getting good power quality and can help in identifying failing equipment or pinpoint a distribution system fault. There are a number of Field Area Network (FAN) evaluations underway as utilities consider if one network should be used for AMI, Line automation, and even customer equipment connections for Distributed Energy Resources Management Systems (DERMS). These decisions touch on many difficult topics:  buy versus lease, potential for stranded assets, technology timing, the security of public networks, etc.Today the most popular solution is a layered communication system using 900-MHz mesh communications to the meter and other line equipment and with a combination of cellular and other backhaul communications from the local mesh areas to the utility.



AMI Infrastructure (cont’d)
AMI can be the portal into the customer experience

 Reduce manual read costs and increase read accuracy
 Demand response: Time-based pricing & Incentive-based 

programs
 Avoid service calls when issue is on customer side of the meter
 Faster turn on of new or paid-up service without field visit
 Remote verification of voltage complaints
 Data for advising customers on use management
 More accurate planning data
 Partial data for status of distributed generation
 Connectivity mapping
 Scope power outage
 Confirm power restoration
 Fault location (advanced)

PG&E SmartGrid VVO project final report 12/2016

Voltage recording for studies 
and operation is one of many 

AMI benefits
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The meter can be a portal into the customer’s experience of their utility. Many functions enabled by AMI can be accomplished with other sensing and automation technologies but core functions like improving billing accuracy and timeliness and supporting advanced time domain rates cannot. Cost savings that offset the investment in an AMI system are typically operational and included reduction of meter readers and reduced ”truck rolls” for reconnection or power investigations.  Existing Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) systems can reduce the near-term benefit of AMI investmentsAMI is needed to support advanced time-domain rates, e.g., TOU, any type of real-time pricing, and realistically any customer with generation or storage should be on a communicating meter.Comprehensive metering is valuable when operating a dynamic system with distributed generation or storage.  Even net metering is falling short operationally since system operators don’t know what load is “hidden” and needs to be accounted for in power restoration efforts.



AMI Functions and Their Alternatives
Function Description Alternative
Weights and measures Meters are tested and then sealed to assure 

customers are billed accurately
Legacy meters provide an accurate total net 
usage value

Control energy usage to 
optimize system and 
minimize cost

A change in the cost of energy has significant 
influence on when and how much energy is 
used

Bill only based on total net usage and identify 
other methods to incentivize energy 
conservation and time domain use without the 
ability to measure and verify

Voltage measurement There is an increasing use of voltage from 
meters for system diagnostics and voltage must 
be managed when connecting Distributed 
Generation or Storage

Install voltage sensors at critical points 
throughout the system

Multi-use of 
communications 
infrastructure

Utility implementations are trending toward 
sharing a single communications system 
between line automation and AMI to minimize 
costs

Use 3rd party communications rather than 
utility operated e.g. cell phone

Messaging to 
customers

Many AMI systems include some type of Home 
Area Network (HAN) capability

Require customers that participate in HAN type 
programs have internet connections
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Utilities for the most part are embracing AMI technologies but they still need to justify the expense and consider stranded asset issues such as AMR systems.  This slide lists some key items achieved in an AMI deployment and some examples of alternate approaches.  Alternate approaches may not be technical.   For example, you can run an education campaign to encourage energy conservation without metering support, or you can implement a rate system that needs AMI. Weights and measurements:  a product delivered for payment must be measured in a manner that is accurate and can be audited, i.e., devices are sealed and are very hard to tamper with. Legacy meters provide support a gross billing capability but don’t support billing customers at higher and lower rates during different time periods.  Control power use to optimize the system and minimize cost:  Most utilities use the price of eccentricity to modify use or incentivize DG in ways that reduce the overall cost of electricity and help the environment.  AMI provides more options, e.g., real-time pricing than can be achieved with non-AMI metering Interact with customer equipment to assure reliability and compliance to voltage limits:  This function is not widely implemented but is often envisioned as leveraging the AMI infrastructure.   It can be accomplished through dedicated voltage sensors.  There are a number of voltage sensor products which connect directly to transformers or primary wires and can provide similar data. Multi use of communications infrastructure:  inherent in AMI is the idea that the investment can be leveraged for other application, e.g., line monitoring, demand response, etc.   The alternative is to use several single use communications systems, e.g., AMR and DA on separate systems to use public carrier networks.As noted before, use of consumer oriented 3rd party communications does present some risks.   Historically parallel DA and AMI communications have been deployed and this practice can be continued.Messaging to customers:  A HAN link has the advantage of being able to provide meter data directly to the customer and providing one interface to all customers.   An alternative is for the customer to get data from an internet connection but real-time data transfer is not practical and it mandates that customers have this access.



Automation Landscape Over Time
 SCADA (substation) > DMS

 Planning load f tools > DMS

 Line SCADA > Line Automation > DMS

 Line management > CVR > VVO

 Mapping > GIS

 VVO + DMS > Advanced DMS

 ADMS + Edge Devices > DERMS

 Terminology reflects the legacy of 
independently developed applications

 Higher level systems such as DMS 
may or may not include all the 
elements listed
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Industry terms are evolving with technology and not all terms have fully accepted definitions.However, to understand on a practical level, consider that functions were developed as independent elements.   For example, SCADA in the distribution context meant substation SCADA but that is now part of a DMS system.  Simple operation of line switches was called Line SCADA but now, with more automatic operation it is “Line Automation” which also becomes a subset of DMS.Advanced DMS integrates all the line management, SCADA, and modeling elements.  DERMS combines ADMS with other energy items like DG and storage. Sometimes ADMS is defined as including DERMS or vice versa. Utilities can continue to pick and choose applications and can also operate systems, e.g., DMS that have only some of the possible applications   This makes labeling confusing.    Someone can buy a DMS system but only license a few of the modules and you still refer to it as DMS.



Line Automation & Management
 Contributes to higher reliability levels

 Line-sensor systems
 Remotely operable line automation
 FLISR (Fault Location, Isolation and Supply 

Restoration) 
 Reclosers (Automated and not-automate)

 Slow to grow, but moving fast now

 Drives real reliability improvements, labor 
savings very dependent on business 
process change

 Present systems are not fully addressing 
DERMS functional challenges for protection 
(one way versus two way) and voltage 
management

G&W Electric, line recloser

S&C Electic’s FLISR system IntelliTeam™

Utilities are increasing their 
use of FLISER

Automation without 
communications is common

PG&E evaluated 
reliability benefits from 
sensor systems
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Utilities are providing higher levels of reliability than ever before and much of this is due to line-automation systems.  Line automation has been around for many years in the form of non-communicating devices that sense local conditions and open or close a switch to isolate a faulted-line section allowing other sections to remain powered. Viable FLISER solutions – which include switching to restore line segments past the fault as well as protecting segments ahead of the fault – have been available since the early 1990’s. However, the majority of line automation has been limited, adding communications and actuators to switches so a system operator can open and close the sectionalizing switch from their office and avoid the time it takes for a truck to arrive.Sensor systems are becoming more cost effective and high-density deployments of sensors can direct field personnel to damaged facilities. This is a technical alternative to automated isolation and restoration systems, e.g., Fault Location, Isolation & Supply Restoration (FLISER). FLISER deployments are growing but significant distributed resources will require technology advancements in FLISER for it to be effective and reliable in the face of multiple sources. 



Line Automation & Management (cont’d)
 Primarily system management

 CVR (Conservation Voltage Reduction)
 Line-sensor systems
 DERMS (Distributed Energy Resources Management System)
 DMS (Distribution Management System) and ADMS (Advanced 

DMS)
 VVO (Volt/VAR Optimization)

 CVR benefits are customer benefits so these projects are 
typically driven by regulators not the utility.  Also effectiveness 
may be decreasing due to changes in the technologies used 
within the home.

 Some type of voltage management and awareness of line 
segment loading is critical to increased DERMS

PG&E final report, SmartGrid
VVO project 12/2017

CVR investigations started in the 
1980 ‘s and are still a SmartGrid
topic
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The focus of line automation is shifting and the line-management component is becoming increasingly important.  This is due to the increased deployments of Distributed Generation (DG), Electric-Vehicle (EV) loads and, more recently, deployment of Energy Storage Systems (ESS).  These new loads and sources impact the power-delivery system and make the operation more dynamic.   The Distribution Energy Resources and Management Systems (DERMS) attempt to assure that everyone gets a safe and optimum voltage level, lines don’t overload and customers can connect generation and storage. Although distributed resource penetration provides new challenges to utilities the can also be benefits. For example, today’s system is a flow-down system.  Feeder wires are larger near the substation and then get smaller toward the end of the feeder.   Distributed resources inject power in a distributed fashion closer to the loads so future line upgrades would be needed as load grows. Also, utilities invest in extending lines so geographic areas can be powered from an alternate source.  These costs might be avoided in the future if local generation is backed by storage and is sufficient to be used as an alternate source. A big component of new line management is reducing voltage to reduce customer’s bills (Conservation Voltage Reduction - CVR) and to optimize voltage or power flow (Volt-VAR Optimization - VVO). The landscape for these applications are changing not only due to distributed resources but also due to the change in load characteristics.   For example, as LED lighting increases and digital power supplies replace analog power supplies, the impact of lowering voltages become less and the amount of benefit from CVR diminishes. Next, Mike Kast will discuss consumer-facing technologies.



Customer-Facing Technologies
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My name is Michael Kast.  My training is in mechanical engineering, thermosciences. My 40-year professional career includes product design and manufacturing in controls and distribution automation and consulting in energy systems.  Most recently, my work includes technical evaluations of commercial product lines for distribution automation.  I’ll be talking about consumer-facing technologies on the other side of the meter, and the value of standards for effective integration into Grid Modernization.  



Technology Types
Demand Side Management (DSM)

 Load reduction and load shifting
• Residential & small commercial (<200 kW)
• C&I (loads or demand >200 kW)

Distributed Generation (DG)
 Photovoltaic, wind, …
 Fossil fuel (oil, diesel, etc.)
 Renewable biomass

Energy Storage System (ESS)
 Dedicated batteries, electric vehicles
 Thermal, mechanical

time

lo
ad
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I have chosen to separate consumer-facing technologies into three useful categories.  These are Demand-Side Management (DSM), Distributed Generation (DG) and Energy Storage Systems (ESS).Consumer-facing technologies attempt to manage the electrical loads to remain within capacity limits of the grid.  Grid modernization then includes systems and solutions to better manage those consumer resources.Demand Side Management (DSM) includes a wide range of techniques and technologies that reduce or shift loads from high demand periods to lower demand periods.  Simple graphics depict the concepts – the left graphic shows a load profile reduction, the right graphic shows load moved in front or behind the peak periods.Distributed Generation (DG) from a customer perspective is generation on the load side of the meter. DG can come from rooftop photovoltatics (PV) or small wind turbines, or small generators burning renewable biomass or traditional fossil fuels.  Some types of DG are suited to Commercial & Industrial (C&I) applications due to the economies of scale as well as local policies. For example, combustion of fruit tree cuttings is more likely to be considered for a growers Co-op than a residential customer.Energy Storage Systems (ESS) are commonly thought of today as battery systems but could also include high inertia thermal storage like chilled water and ice for HVAC cooling and quick responding mechanical storage such as flywheels.The hardware, software and business arrangements have historically been controlled by the Utility, but are now commonly owned and operated by the consumer. 



DSM Control Technology Evolution
 20th Century: Utility Control

 Utility controls and signals managing consumer loads
 Direct load control: analog or digital signals that turn loads on and off (AC setback, 

water heater lockout, etc.), utility managed and controlled
 21st Century: Consumer Choice 

 Digital information: event and pricing signals for intelligent devices
 Consumer purchased equipment functioning in concert with Utility programs

 Present: Gateways for DSM – Residential
 Residential: Utility Smart Meters, Customer equipment, i.e., routers, cable modems, 

PCT’s, smart inverters 
 Commercial & Industrial Customer equipment, i.e., Energy Management Systems, 

Energy Information Systems
 Future: quickly developing, difficult to predict consumer driven products and 

services
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Let’s first take a historical perspective at how customer loads have been controlled to manage system capacity. Most 20th century demand-side management technologies were based on “direct” load control by utilities.  The utilities installed switches that they could turn on or off by sending analog signals through a radio broadcast or telephone-line connection.  Examples of these kinds of residential-customer direct load control included applying switches to electric water-heater and air-conditioning (A/C) units.  Commercial and Industrial (C&I) customers, in general, did not allow utilities to control their loads but accepted signals through telephone technology to indicate when load reductions were being requested so that they could manually or automatically execute pre-arranged load-reduction agreements.In the 21st century, the consumer can purchase technology that manages loads consistent with utility needs but without the need for direct outside control by the utility or a third party.  Today, detailed information (rather than simple on-off signals) can be sent to consumers via the Internet and/or public and private wireless networks.  This information can still be used to directly control loads as before but more often these links are being used to transmit more detailed DSM instructions via information models such as OpenADR to user-owned gateways and smart devices.  These links are also capable of retrieving data on whether the load-reduction requests are achieving the desired load drop.  The information received by the customer becomes an input to the load control algorithm that meets the customer operating criteria rather than responding directly to the utility instruction.An example of OpenADR digital information can be a set of dynamic energy prices for the coming hours which automatically triggers load shedding consistent with consumer needs.   Some programmable communicating thermostats (PCT’s) already have this capability and can be preprogrammed to adjust temperature set points of an A/C unit up several degrees to meet a load-reduction request while still guaranteeing some level of comfort.A useful concept known as a Gateway has emerged to manage the exchange of this kind of digital information on a system or facility basis.  C&I customers have been building gateways into their computer-based energy management systems since the early 2000’s.  Their purpose was to create an information “firewall” or barrier or filter between them and the outside world.  A similar concept is evolving for residential customers as well.  Depending on both technology and policy, the residential gateway could be the Utility AMI meter using a secure 1-way or 2-way narrow-band wireless transceiver, e.g., based on the IEEE 802.15.4 hardware standard.  Or, the gateway could be consumer provided routers, cable modems, smart TV’s, thermostats, solar and storage inverters, etc., using wired Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) and/or wireless Wi Fi (IEEE 802.11) transceivers and secure Internet Protocol (IP).



Data Interface Standards Facilitate Grid-Edge Development
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Standards for digital data transfer between the utility and customer facilitate commercial development of consumer resources for consumer-facing grid modernization. The so-called Grid Edge devices and related software within the consumer environment are on the right-hand side of the graphic.  The gateway could be the router, the smart thermostat or other controller that finds its way into the consumer’s network. The interface for control could be a computer or more typically for the present time, a smart phone.  The controlled devices; air conditioning unit, washer, dryer, electric car inverter and PV array can be assumed to be Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Development of consumer-facing hardware and software both require data exchange standards for seamless exchange of information with grid-facing technologies.  Cloud based software DSM solutions and DSM business innovations by integrators are facilitated by solid standards as well.



AMI Firewall Location Defines the Grid Edge
 Grid data incorporated 

into local control 
algorithms

 SmartMeter observes 
and records results

 Utility determines 
control

 SmartMeter observes 
and records results

 Or, conventional meter 
assumes function 
without verification
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On slide 26, we will explore the concept of an information firewall between the consumer and outside entities such as an electric utility.  The upper graphic of a generic residence depicts a firewall at the utility meter while the lower graphic has no firewall.  In both cases, digital information may flow to and from an electric utility via private (e.g., AMI) and public networks such as the Internet.  In the case of a private secure AMI network (two-way black arrows), the utility gets hourly energy information from the residential meter every 8-24 hours.  It can also send information to the meter in the form of inquiries (requests for information) and firmware upgrades for the meter as well as devices in the home.  In the case of no firewall (lower graphic), the meter can retransmit (at the utility’s discretion) information (which might include direct control commands) into the home on a wireless Home Area Network (HAN) based on a transceiver using IEEE 802.15.4 standards.  When no firewall exists, the consumer can’t filter the messages to determine what information can enter or leave the residence.  In the upper graphic which depicts a firewall at the utility meter, information stops at the meter unless authorized to pass onto the HAN by the consumer.  One such information filter called OpenSEG (Open Secure Energy Gateway) has been proposed by LBNL.  It only allows a one-way stream of energy data into the home and nothing else.  In both cases, the private AMI network can be replaced by a public network (green arrows).  In the no firewall case, it reaches directly into the home via a consumer-owned cable modem or other Internet connection.  In the case of the firewall enabled home, information only enters the home if authorized by the consumer and typically is accessed in the same way as consumers get other information from the Internet, i.e., via access to a website or enabled app.A C&I graphic for firewall placement would be like the residential graphic except that 3-phase C&I meters are not typically on utility AMI networks.  They are often connected to the utility via dedicated telephone lines.



Residential Technologies 
Communicating consumer grid-edge devices and control platforms

 Fast moving commercial development of equipment and software addresses 
consumer expectations - Utility specific products no longer dominate

 Comfort & convenience systems: Programmable communicating thermostats, 
irrigation and lighting controllers, pool filter pump controllers, …

 Entertainment systems: routers, cable boxes, smart TV’s, …
 Security systems: intrusion detection, fire alarms, …
 Appliances: clothes washer & dryer, dishwasher, refrigerator & freezer, …
 Consumer purchased and/or utility or qualified third party provided

Pricing data and/or control signals from utility, qualified third party
 Communication through the utility meter or public networks, e.g., Internet

Home Energy Management Systems (HEMS)
 application software residing on security and entertainment systems platforms
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The commercial development of technologies for the residential customer is vibrant and open ended.  A single path or de jure standard for effective residential control is not presently in sight and may not occur.  However, de facto standards are emerging.  For example, IP (Internet Protocol) is finally being adopted for many low-end applications, e.g., PCT’s, while protocols designed for low-end applications, e.g., ZigBee, are in decline.  Some low-end protocols, e.g., Z-wave, may remain strong because of a large penetration into certain markets.The rapid commercial development of software applications on existing platforms overwhelms the practical timelines for utility-program rollouts, which results in a challenging planning effort for both PUC’s and utilities.  As a result, utility-specific products (e.g., utility thermostats) are not easily justified.Available digital platforms include smart thermostats (Programmable Communicating Thermostats, PCTs), routers, cable boxes, smart TV’s, security systems, and large appliances. It’s a rare day that another IoT (internet of things) household device is not introduced.Digital equipment can be utility or customer provided.Third-party applications can provide integration of various information streams and then push control to specific customer equipment.  These systems require meaningful information rather than on-off signals to offer optimized control for consumer lifestyles.  Time-differentiated prices and system status/needs/requests are vital.Home Energy Management software is starting to appear bundled on home security and entertainment systems, e.g., Xfinity.



Commercial & Industrial Technologies
Established and diverse vendor bases with continuing development
Energy Management Systems (EMS) 
Historically a misnomer – focused on comfort not energy
Substantial operating history with utility-sponsored DR programs 

(validated with M&V programs) but recently TOU pricing has emerged
Mass deployment of Smart Meters not required - C&I loads can justify 

specialized communication paths including dedicated telephone lines
Energy Information Systems (EIS)
Software tools that store, analyze, and display energy consumption data
Web accessibility, visualization and graphics, calculation of consumption 

baselines, load profiling, anomaly detection, energy costing, and cost 
forecasting.  Example: Itron (acquired  Silicon Energy) 
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Commercial and Industrial customers have benefitted from the resources of a vendor community engaged in energy management for about 20 years. The market is mature and continues to evolve.  C&I customers have substantial resources and critical needs that are addressed by the relationship with their EMS vendor.  These systems take on overall management and control of diverse systems within commercial and industrial environments.For example, in a large commercial building, hundreds of separate A/C units might be coordinated to control both comfort and energy cost.  Recent developments are showing signs of major innovation, e.g., Comfy by Building Robotics.  It requires no changes to the EMS but allows individual control of comfort while the EMS can maintain system-wide energy efficient controls.In the industrial environment, control of equipment is not limited to comfort, expanding into process control.  Generally, these systems participate in DMS programs but the technical details are nearly always captured in the relationship between customer and EMS vendor. All activity is behind the meter. Energy Information Systems (EIS) are measurement hardware and software  used to store, analyze and present energy data for the building or process.  These commercial systems have developed over time with increasing capability and complexity.  Extensions of EIS include automated diagnostics and corporate management tools.A key input to how these systems operate is the rate structure.  Knowing a time-differentiated pricing structure will allow an industrial facility to schedule high-energy processes to coincide with low energy prices.These systems are typically ready to deal with dynamic rate information coming from an OpenADR file transmitted through public networks.



DG and ESS – Customer Perspective

Description
Operational 

Features
Enabling Grid

Modernization Elements

Renewables Generation: PV, Wind, Biomass Load diminishing Data exchange (hidden load)

Fossil fuel Generation: gas, diesel Load diminishing Data exchange (hidden load)

Electric energy storage with fixed installation batteries, e.g., 
Tesla Powerwall Load Shifting Data exchange, Controls

Electric energy storage with Electric Vehicle (EV) batteries, 
V2G/V2H/V2B Load Shifting Data exchange, Controls

Pumped water storage and energy recovery Load Shifting Data exchange, Controls

Ice / Chilled water for HVAC cooling Load Shifting Data exchange, Controls

Hot-water storage for domestic cleaning , industrial process Load Shifting Data exchange, Controls

Quick Response Mechanical storage, i.e., flywheels Bridge Data exchange, Controls
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This table captures several Distributed Generation (DG) and Energy Storage System (ESS) approaches in one table.  The table columns are titled Description, Operational Features and Enabling Grid Modernization Elements.  A more detailed table might include other features such as response time of a generator or storage systems. Let’s explore the table.Renewables Generation: these reduce utility load and can also change the magnitude and direction of current flow in distribution lines.  Under unfavorable conditions due to weather or equipment failure, the loads can return quickly.  Loads that are removed by such generation can be called hidden loads and can result in utility planning challenges if load return covers a broad customer base.Fossil Fuel Generation: diesel and other fossil fueled generators can come online within seconds of a control signal, but power generated through these units is typically far more expensive than large central plant utility generated power.Electric energy storage, fixed installations:  e.g., electrical energy stored in electrochemical batteries:  an example on the customer side is Tesla Powerwall -- commercialization is in early stages. On the utility side of the meter, fixed installations are typically located on the other side of the transformer. Trials are underway and some commercial systems are available on a limited basis.Electric energy storage, electric vehicle batteries: electric vehicles include substantial battery storage which could be applied to non-transportation consumer-side energy storage. We’ll look at this in a bit more detail in the next slide.Pumped water storage and energy recovery: pumped water storage is relatively inefficient due to pump and turbine efficiency losses, but is fundamentally simple technology. These are essentially Utilities and C&I applications, limited by local topography and environmental concerns.Ice/Chilled water for HVAC cooling: this technology has been available for decades and remarkably low-tech. Energy use for cooling is shifted by pre-cooling water or forming ice during low energy cost, low ambient temperature periods.  Recent commercial & industrial examples include the new Central Energy Facility at Stanford University. Residential scale ice storage commercialization is technically feasible but has seen very limited commercialization.Hot-water storage for domestic cleaning, industrial process: Hot-water storage for domestic cleaning and industrial processes can shift electric loads to lower demand periods and was one of the first residential loads exploited for DSM.  Generally limited to areas without natural gas delivery, heat pump water heating expands the opportunities.Mechanical Storage i.e., flywheels: most of this audience will have read an article or two on flywheel storage, an energy storage approach that can provide very quick response which can “bridge” the several seconds of power up time for distributed generators.   There have been many trials and some commercialization, but has not yet been widely adopted yet due to cost and technical complications.  See AFS Trinity Power Systems.



ESS Example: Electric Vehicles  V2H/V2G
 Specialized consumer owned battery storage

 Potential for bi-directional flow of power

 V2H: Vehicle to Home (also V2B; vehicle to building)

 Closed system local to customer load
 Customer decides operating conditions
 Shares functional aspects with Tesla Powerwall

 V2G: Vehicle to Grid
 Battery to grid power applied to electric vehicles
 Complex system
 Proof of concept trials underway but relatively long 

development anticipated

 Both approaches require advanced smart 
inverter technology with data exchange
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We’ll explore one storage technology to present some of the complexities associated with what at face value seems like a simple concept.Electric vehicles clearly represent additional electrical load as energy previously provided by fossil fuel combustion in the vehicle engine is now delivered as electrical energy by the utility.The electric car stores that energy in a battery directly coupled to the vehicle - to avoid those awkward extension cords! Immediately, the question of managing energy flow into and out of the battery appears and both demand response and distributed energy storage opportunities abound.  Managing the energy flow for the benefit of both the customer and the Grid involves grid modernization elements on both sides of the meter. When is the best time for the battery to be charged – from the customer perspective and from the utility perspective? Can the stored energy in the electric vehicle serve as storage for non-transportion use by the customer? Or for the benefit of the utility?Of course, the answer to both questions from a technical perspective is “yes” and is being addressed by multiple suppliers with smart inverters.The larger and more difficult to answer question is “how” to provide the useful benefits to customers and/or utilities. Smart, communicating, inverters will be the gateway for any bi-directional energy flow. Consider smart inverters to include both smart chargers for electric vehicles, PV inverters and customer energy storage systems such as the Tesla Powerwall.The terminology for bi-directional energy flow using electric vehicle battery storage remains somewhat fluid, but “vehicle to home” (V2H) and “vehicle to grid” (V2G) are generally understood.V2H can be thought of as a subset of V2G where stored vehicle battery energy storage is used on the customer side of the meter for demand response, backup energy during distribution outages and even “dis-integration”. V2H is a closed system under local customer control, although operation may be influenced by Utility information such as dynamic rates. V2G, a substantially more complex system, is aggressively being developed by several vendors and bridges across the meter to allow bi-directional energy flow to and from the customer to the distribution side. From my product development perspective, the path to V2G will likely first include solid commercialization of V2H.Next, Chuck McParland will discuss cyber security & privacy technologies.



Cyber Security & Privacy
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My name is Chuck McParland and until my recent retirement, I was a computer scientist here at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.  My 40+ year career there started in control systems for large cyber-physical systems (particle accelerators and data acquisition system design for high energy physics experiments: LBNL, BNL, CERN) and later focused on cyber security aspects of industrial control systems and electrical distribution grids. My recent research focuses on control network intrusion detection and non-traditional verification methods for distribution system monitoring and state data. I will be broadly covering cyber security topics as they apply to distribution grid system design and their safe operation.



Overview Concepts
Cyber security and privacy are different issues.

 Cyber security enables privacy.
 Poor cyber security renders privacy moot.
 Who defines “best practices”.

Public privacy policies are essential.
 Public/regulatory guidance essential to inform utility implementation plans.
 Privacy and security are not absolute – what is “good enough”?
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Although both Cyber Security & Privacy are related, Privacy, in this context, addresses policies concerning who has access to data and for what purposes it can be used.Cyber Security provides the actual tools and mechanisms that enable Privacy.It’s worth noting that a poorly implemented Cyber Security environment makes any Privacy policy ineffective and moot.  What constitutes best practices in this context?  Well, nothing – especially in this domain - is perfect; but “best Information Technology (IT) practices” is the acceptable benchmark for securing customer data privacy.   Note that “best practices” is better defined and more consistently implemented in some domains (e.g., e commerce, corporate HR) than in others (e.g., Home Area Network - HAN).Generally, PUC recommendations on Privacy policies have effectively informed utilities (e.g., in CA) of their customer data custodial responsibilities.  Even so, it is often unclear whether utility efforts are considered adequate.  Greater regulatory clarity of required levels of privacy will be both useful and effective.Grey area: Customer usage data can be useful in some applications that are difficult to secure (e.g.  some utility operations and capacity planning).  Third party data anonymization services can help in these situations.  Several states have created protocols for access to private customer data.  Continued public clarity from regulators is essential.Take away:  Neither Privacy nor Cyber Security are absolute.  Clear regulatory delineation of responsibilities and acceptable methodologies will go a long way, to ensure both.



Nomenclature
7-layer OSI reference model.

 Basis for modern discussions about all things related to networks.
Attack surfaces

 How do you attack programs and systems?
 “Zero”-day exploits.

 Undiscovered vulnerabilities that can be exploited to subvert a system.
 Until seen and publicized, they remain a hidden system weakness.

Crypto keys, credentials, passwords and “shared secrets”.
 All the above are responses to system requirements for user “authentication” 

and “authorization”.
 Vary widely in effectiveness.
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7-layer reference model (aka “network stack”):Original motivation (early 80s) was to bring some conceptual unity to the confusing state of early data network design. It provides a schematic depiction of how messages are formed, processed and communicated between computers. As such, it sets the stage upon which cyber security operations are formulated and played out.In simpler environments (e.g., Internet of Things, IoT, applications), it may be collapsed to three layers – but remains consistent with the original 7 layer model.Different model layers perform different functions (e.g. message disassembly/re-assembly, interactions with comm. interface, etc.). And, worth noting that multiple standards and organizations dictate activities in different model layers (e.g. IEEE, IETF).In brief, user/application messages travel “down” model program layers at the sending host, propagate through the communications media (ethernet, Wi Fi), and ascend up the program/model layers on the destination side.Important point: each model layer provides standardized interfaces to those layers above and below.  This is the basis of modern data network development and its success.Attack surfaces:(Almost) all programs are driven by some form of command and/or data input.If you can manipulate these inputs, you can explore program responses to unusual commands or odd data patterns.  This makes it possible to discover program mistakes (i.e., “bugs”) and exploit them to your advantage.The more inputs a program has, the larger the target for such exploits – thus the analogy to a target “surface” of larger or smaller area.Zero-day exploits: Large programs or operating systems typically have multiple vulnerabilities that can be exploited by an adversary at any given time.Although most vulnerabilities are “patched” or eliminated as soon as discovered (made public), some bugs remain unknown “in the wild” (i.e., within the public user community).  Those compromised program features that have not yet been publicly discovered are called “zero-day exploits” (i.e., exploits that have exposed for zero days) and, until more widely revealed and corrected, continue to offer paths for subverting programs and operating systems.Crypto keys, credentials, passwords and “shared secrets”:Any system that allows user interaction via message or command line, requires some mechanism to authenticate the identity of that user and determine whether they are authorized to perform the requested operation.Although varying widely in complexity, these terms generally provide these services – but with very different levels of security.



Existing Cyber Threats
Attackers and their Motivations.

 Hacker/disgruntled insider.
 Social/political “stakeholder” attack.
 Terrorist/nation state attack.

Attack Modalities.
 Denial of service (DNS) at multiple levels.
 Masking of system physical state (N-1 attacks).
 Probing attacks designed to test continued viability of “highly engineered” attack 

strategies.
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So what sort of cyber-attacks should you be anticipating?  Here are several major examples.Hacker or disgruntled insider. Example: Queensland Australia sewage plant sabotage (2000).Social/political “stakeholder” attack. Change utility policy or “right some perceived wrong”. Example: Flash mob to synchronize load (lighting, AC) manipulation and impact utility operations.Terrorist/Nation State attack.  Attack used as disruptive weapon – intended to produce long-term damage. Example: Operations manipulation that destroys generation capacity or difficult to replace infrastructure (e.g., transformers, transmission equipment).What attack modalities will you see? Here are common attack scenarios (often mixed in a single attack):Denial of Service (DNS) attacks which make it difficult or impossible to access needed resources or services: Physical destruction of network equip. (example: severing SCADA cable at Metcalf substation, San Jose, CA). Misuse of legitimate network services to flood/clog network with unwanted traffic. (DNS name lookups, NTP time requests).Social engineering attacks:  Phishing emails, direct phone calls asking for credentials, etc. Masking of system physical state by providing false monitoring data. Example: Stuxnet attack on Iranian centrifuge facility masked destructive control commands by replaying “normal” performance monitoring data.  Example: While not a cyber-attack, a software bug allowed northeast corridor power grid to evolve –unseen - to N-1 state just prior to final fault took entire grid down (2003).Probing attacks periodically verify usability weaponized attack on a previously discovered vulnerability. A weaponized attack is only usable if its enabling vulnerability (e.g., zero-day exploit) remains unknown and un-patched. Example: Make small, unnoticed change to SCADA set point, observe effect and return to original setting. These can appear as “glitches” or remain unseen by supervisory programs.



More Than Encrypted Communications
Planning

 Protected vs. open networks.
 System architecture is key to cyber security.
 Boundary between “attacks” and “accidents” increasingly blurred.

Assumptions and Approaches
 Despite best efforts, system will be penetrated.

• Physical attacks.
• Social engineering attacks.

 Risk assessment essential to support “no regrets” policy decisions
• Start assessment early…cyber security expertise not always necessary.
• Lack of risk assessment/agreement can make decisions difficult/impossible.

 Work force considerations (job skills, increased levels of effort.)
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Cyber security is not just about encrypted communication.  It’s a set of design decisions and attitudes (“life style”) that are based on the assumption that, since part of your system is exposed to the public, someone WILL attack it using a wide variety of tools.System Planning and Architecture:In general, cyber security experts view public networks with great concern.  By public, I mean networks where there is little control over who is accessing and sending messages over the network and where the actual network media spans public spaces where there is little or no physical security (e.g. wireless networks – encrypted or otherwise).Networks that are physically and logically contained “behind the fence” have very different security characteristics than those that stretch across uncontrolled public spaces (e.g. public internet or exposed radio frequency media).  If core utility functions (e.g. substation control, SCADA data transmission, etc. ) intentionally span such spaces, the systemic risk of  denial of service or remote, unauthorized access attacks needs to be VERY carefully evaluated. System architectural decisions directly affect cyber security levels.  Its difficult to attack a computer host that you can’t send messages to.  Smart partitioning of systems and their interconnections yield systems that are more understandable, from the cyber security perspective, and more defensible.Outsider attacks and insider mistakes are becoming more difficult to differentiate.  Integration of the cyber security and system operations domain needs to be planned from the start.Practical Assumptions and Useful Approaches.Expect that, regardless of your efforts, some degree of security penetration will take place. Brute force physical attacks (e.g. DNS, cable cutting) can be very effective and have real cyber ramifications.  Contingency plans for major or partial loss of communications is an important investment. Example: San Jose, CA Metcalf substation attack – severed fiber optic cables. Social engineered attacks are often the easiest way to subvert even the best cyber security environment. Examples: Virus injection from free, trade show USB drives, equipment damage from malicious USB drives, email password exploits, etc.Begin risk assessment analysis early.  In many cases, evaluation of the effects of a successful cyber-attack does not require specialized cyber security expertise. A sound understanding of the system-wide risks associated with particular services (e.g. automated load control) is essential to making “no regrets” deployment decisions. Example: In CA, decision to enable Smart Meter HAN functionality has been hamstrung for lack of agreement – at both PUC and utility level - over system-wide risks related to turning on HAN radios.Cyber security costs are not limited to equipment.  Attracting qualified software engineering talent and educating the technical workers who implement security in the field will be a costly, albeit necessary, undertaking.



Smart Meters - System-level Security View
• Utilities are concerned about the potential Smart Meter attacks enabled by the presence of a Home Area Network (HAN) radio interface within the meter.

• Most HAN requests are handled by the circuitry in the meter

• Some requests interact with the metrology circuitry and data tables

• A small number of requests get passed through the meter all the way up to the Smart Meter and Demand Response management servers at the utility 
operations center.

• A small number of operations – namely those that propagate to the utility itself - represent potential system-level attack surfaces. 

• These attack surfaces and their related  exploit probabilities have been evaluated*. Vulnerabilities in deployed systems is minimal.
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*Funded by California Energy Commission

By limiting some system capabilities, these risks can be eliminated or managed.

Command stream
pass through to utility

Command stream
remains local.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An Illustration of Several of the Above PointsAttack surfaces:  They are present at any point in the architecture where external entities can force a program to “execute” on data they provide.  To the extent that message processing is cascaded, attack surfaces can also be “nested”.Understanding the architecture:  A basic, but clear, picture of how data flows through a system clarifies what sort of attacks are possible and how cyber security responsibility is spread across subsystem elements – and across different organizations/vendors.Smart meters should not be viewed as “black boxes”:  Nuanced behavior in smart meters exposes system risks and strengths.  A basic understanding, such as shown here, is not beyond understanding by non-technical staff and should be part of any high-level discussion of cyber risks.What constitutes “good enough”: Real world technology deployment decisions require agreement by technical and non-technical staff on the level of system-wide risk.  We need a conceptual framework for such discussions.  Analysis shown here is a step towards such a framework.�



Summary
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Presentation Notes
Before we begin Q&A, let me take a moment to summarize the four sections of this presentation.



Concepts
The 20th century D-grid was/is

 Unidirectional power flow, a “downhill” topology, minimal real-time situational 
awareness, predominantly analog technology

The 21st century D-grid will be
 Multidirectional power flow, a “complex” topology, maximum real-time situational 

awareness, predominantly digital technology
 Characterized by

• Information exchange (communications) between all distributed energy resources
• System-wide management using programmable (remotely upgradeable) controls
• Sensors and computer-based analytics automatically informing decision making
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Presentation Notes
History can help us understand why we are where we are.  In the case of the electric power delivery system, it’s important to remember that the 20th century D-grid was designed for unidirectional power flow, a “downhill” topology, from large central power plants to distant loads.  As a result, it required little situational awareness and could be designed with analog self-correcting controls.  There were no digital controls to speak of until the last decade of the 20th century.In the 21st century, distributed energy resources, such as rooftop PV, are leading to multidirectional power flows on the D-grid.  The emerging complexity of D-grid power flows now needs real-time situational awareness to keep the lights on.  Technologies are required that can (1) exchange information between all distributed energy resources, (2) perform system-management using programmable controls, and (3) integrate data from ubiquitous sensors and computer-based analytics.



Grid-Facing Technologies
SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition)

 Evolving architecture but not designed to address distributed energy resources
AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure)

 Primarily a metering infrastructure but provides information for outage 
management, remote connect/disconnect, and other utility services

Line automation & management
 Ubiquitous sensing that can support a variety of DER-related applications
 Envisioned to add real-time management to an evolving D-grid
 Potentially could improve D-grid reliability and resiliency following natural 

disasters and malicious human attacks
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Presentation Notes
SCADA in its traditional architecture is not designed to address distributed energy resources.  It is evolving but it’s not clear what role it’ll play in the 21st century D-grid.  However, AMI and line automation & management are emerging as building blocks for a 21st century grid.  They carry a minimum of historical baggage and are based entirely on evolving digital technology.AMI, although primarily a metering infrastructure, can also support outage management, remote connect/disconnect, and other utility services.  At its heart is a mesh communications network that may have enough bandwidth to support some D-grid automation functions.Line automation and management is also emerging as a building block for managing the D-grid.  Besides being network agnostic, its ubiquitous sensors contain computational power for turning data into information. It is also a potential node that could aid in recovering from natural disasters and malicious human attacks.



Consumer-Facing Technologies
Demand-side management (DSM)

 Individual device load control, e.g., PCT’s, on-off switches, smart appliances
• Consumer choice or utility actuated 

 System load control (EMCS’s, HEM, EIS, … )
Distributed generation (DG)

 Rooftop PV, wind, biomass
Energy storage systems (ESS)

 Batteries (electrochemical) such as Tesla Powerwall & EV V2H
 Thermal systems such as ice
 Mechanical systems such as flywheels
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In the 21st century, the least expensive technology resource for residential consumers to manage their energy usage is individual-load, demand-side management.  Cost-effective control technologies to enable the consumer to automatically limit demand have already begun to appear in the marketplace.  They are appearing in the form of communicating programmable controls such as PCT’s (programmable communicating thermostats) that are available at retail outlets such as Home Depot and Lowes.   Several vendors, e.g., Nest, Radio Thermostat Company of America & EcoFactor, offer PCT’s that can be programmed by the consumer to respond to electricity prices, time-of-day schedules, etc.  Load-control switches with on/off timers have been available for some time for hot-tub and swimming-pool pumps.  Now some are being enabled with communications that link to smart phone apps.  LG and Whirlpool, among others, are testing communicating appliances.Multiple-device (or system load) control is being offered by companies such as Xfinity Home as part of their security and entertainment platforms.  These offerings will soon provide Home Energy Management (HEM) like Energy Management Control Systems (EMCS) and Energy Information Systems (EIS) presently in use by large commercial & industrial (C&I) facilities.A more expensive consumer-facing technology available to residential and C&I loads is distributed generation (DG) in the forms of roof-top PV, wind and biomass in backup generators.  Today, these technologies are coming with communicating smart inverters that can be integrated into a future Home Energy Manager.  For C&I applications, system integrators like Blue Pillar are adding communicating controls to various types of DG and managing these resources through their Aurora IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things) energy platform.Finally, energy storage systems (ESS), though not yet cost effective, are beginning to be installed because of their versatility to provide a variety of energy-support services such as electricity backup.  One residential example is to use an electric vehicle’s (EV’s) batteries to provide electricity to the home (V2H) during an outage or in an emergency.  Storage comes in many forms.  Among these are the many forms of electrochemical batteries but also thermal and mechanical storage systems are being installed in C&I facilities for specialty applications.The connection between grid-facing digital technologies and consumer-facing digital technologies will be through the applications of standards.



Cyber Security & Privacy
Cyber security

 Prevention is the key to minimizing threats
 Best practices must become standard practices
 Policy must lead the way
 Standards should not be ignored, e.g., 7-layer communications model
 Evaluation and elucidation of attack surfaces are critical
 Planning needs to precede implementation

Privacy
 Establish clear firewalls
 Consumers should have to “opt-in” to allow information to cross firewall
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Cyber security and privacy are not the same thing but related.  Cyber security is best achieved by following the 6 bullets shown on the slide.  These are (1) prevention is the key to minimizing threats; (2) best practices must become standard practices; (3) policy must lead the way; (4) standards should not be ignored; (5) evaluation and elucidation of attack surfaces are critical; and (6) planning needs to precede implementation.Privacy is all about firewalls and the permission to cross them.



Final Comments
Smaller utilities will need to find a way to adopt existing solutions

Firewalls need to clearly limit physical and informational access 

Future proofing requires layered solutions
 Applications need to be replaceable without adversely affecting other apps
 Layers need to have well defined interfaces with neighboring layers

Equipment controls need to be software-based, e.g., remotely fixable 
and upgradeable

Communications protocols need to be secure at every layer, i.e., from 
the physical layer to the application layer
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One must remember that smaller utilities will need to find a way to adopt existing solutions.Firewalls need to clearly limit physical and informational access to energy systems.Future proofing requires layered solutions.  Applications need to be replaceable without adversely affecting other functions.  Layers need to have well defined interfaces with neighboring layers.Equipment controls need to be software-based, e.g., remotely fixable and upgradeable through firmware downloads.Communications protocols need to be secure at every layer, i.e., from the physical layer to the application layer.



Appendix
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Acronyms (1 of 3)

 6LoWPAN (Version 6 of IP Low-power Wireless 
Personal Area Network)

 A/C (Air Conditioning)
 ADMS (Advanced DMS)

 ADR (Automated Demand Response)
 AMI (Automated/Advanced Metering Infrastructure)
 AMR (Automatic Meter Reading)

 BACnet (Building Automation and Control network)
 BAS (Building Automation System)
 BMS (Building Management System)

 C&I (Commercial & Industrial)
 CEC (California Energy Commission)
 CFL (Compact Fluorescent)

 CVR (Conservation Voltage Reduction)
 DA (Distribution Automation)
 DER (Distributed Energy Resources)

 DER = DG + DR + DS
 DERMS (Distributed Energy Resources Management 

System)
 DG (Distributed Generation)
 DMS (Distribution Management System)

 DNP3 (Distributed Network Protocol version 3)
 DNS (Denial of Service)
 DOE (Department of Energy)

 DR (Demand Response)
 DS (Distributed Storage)
 DSM (Demand-Side Management)
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Acronyms (2 of 3)

 EIS (Energy Information System)
 EMCS (Energy Management Control 

System)
 EMS (Energy Management System)
 EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute)
 ESS (Energy Storage System)
 FAN (Field Area Network)
 FLISR (Fault  Location, Isolation & Supply 

Restoration)
 GMI (Grid Modernization Initiative)
 GWAC (GridWise Architecture Council)

 HAN (Home Area Network)
 HEMS (Home Energy Management 

System)
 HVAC (Heating Ventilating & Air 

Conditioning)
 IEC (International Electrotechnical 

Commission)
 IEEE (Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers)
 IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force)
 IoT (Internet of Things)
 IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things)
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Acronyms (3 of 3)

 IP (Internet Protocol)
 ISO (Independent System Operator)
 IT (Information Technology)

 LED (Light Emitting Diode)
 LBNL (Lawrence Berkeley National Lab)
 OMS (Outage Management System)

 OpenSEG (Open Smart Energy Gateway)
 OSI (Open Systems Interconnection)
 PCT (Programmable Communicating Thermostat)

 PV (Photovoltaic)
 RTCOA (Radio Thermostat Co. of America)
 RTO (Regional Transmission Organization)

 RTP (Real-Time Pricing)

 SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration 
Index)

 SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency 
Index)

 SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition)

 SEP (Smart Energy Profile)
 TOU (Time Of Use)
 UCA (Utility Communications Architecture)
 V2G (Vehicle To Grid), V2H (Vehicle to Home)
 VAR (Volt-Ampere Reactive)
 VVO (Volt/VAR Optimization)
 VPP (Virtual Power Plants)
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